2001 buick century power window problems

Three problems related to power window have been reported for the Buick Century. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Buick Century based on all problems reported for the Century. The drivers
window will go down when you put key in ignition right before you start vehicle. After it goes
down you must wait 10 seconds or so and you can put window up. This is the exact same issue
my chevy trailblazer is being recalled for. But the Buick Century is not on the recall list. Drivers
window fell down, rear passenger fell down, now the rear drivers window fell down. I am retired
and cannot afford to pay for this. All of the Buick Century's in this area are falling down. Almost
every one is taped up and the manufacturer will not stand behind the defective parts. My
granddaughter just had all 4 of her window motors replaced. Can something be done about
this?. Subject of complaint is the power windows on our Buick Century. I'm a mechanic and do
my best to keep this car in top shape. But gm used some very crappy materials when building
the power window regulators. The system works fine until a small plastic part that holds the
operating cables together breaks. Instead you have to buy a complete power window regulator
assy. I'm now replacing the third regulator assy. On this car with about 70, miles on it and all
were broken in the same way. All on different doors. Car Problems. Power Window problem 1.
Power Window problem 2. Power Window problem 3. Other Visibility related problems of the
Buick Century. Windshield problems 3. Windshield problems. Buick Century owners have
reported 38 problems related to power window under the visibility category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Buick Century based on all problems reported for the Century. The drivers window will go down
when you put key in ignition right before you start vehicle. After it goes down you must wait 10
seconds or so and you can put window up. This is the exact same issue my chevy trailblazer is
being recalled for. But the Buick Century is not on the recall list. See all problems of the Buick
Century. The contact owns a Buick Century. The contact stated while driving at any speed the
rear passenger automatic window would release downward approximately five inches without
assistance. The automatic window mechanism failed to operate when engaged. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic for diagnosis and repair. Recently, the front passenger
window exhibited the identical failure as the rear passenger window. The vehicle was not
repaired. The VIN was unavailable. The failure mileage was approximately 50, Window regulator
on drivers window failed. Had to replace. Windows just stop working properly the will roll down
but not back up. Continuous problem I. Each window failed over life of car. The contact was
experiencing issues with the window regulators in the vehicle. Three of the windows suddenly
fell down while driving at an unknown speed. The dealer replaced the first window and paid for
half of the repair cost. The second window was replaced for free. The contact has to pay for the
third window to be repaired. All three windows failed within a year. The failure mileage was 29,
and current mileage was 30, Drivers window fell down, rear passenger fell down, now the rear
drivers window fell down. I am retired and cannot afford to pay for this. All of the Buick
Century's in this area are falling down. Almost every one is taped up and the manufacturer will
not stand behind the defective parts. My granddaughter just had all 4 of her window motors
replaced. Can something be done about this?. The contact attempted to roll up all four windows
but only the rear driver's side window responded. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer
where the contact was told that the window motors and tracks would need to be replaced. The
vehicle was repaired. The failure recurred intermittently on the front passenger side window.
The failure mileage was 11, and the current mileage was 50, At 44,9xx miles the front driver's
side window in my Buick Century failed. The regulator failed and the window dropped of it's
own accord. I was on a trip and had to leave my window open for 2 days until I returned and was
able to get it to a dealer for repairs. The right front window's is inop. Replaced broken regulator
cables. I would have just excepted this normal on day of repair,Aug 29 , but the left rear side
window became inop. On Jan 3 and on Jan 21 the right rear side window became inop. The
contact stated that the regulator for the driver side electric window has failed. The window is off
track and the regulator no longer works. He notified the manufacturer and the dealer, but they
have not responded. The VIN was invalid. The current mileage was 65, and the failure mileage
was unknown. In June of the right rear motor for electric windows stopped working. Then in
September of the left rear motor for electric windows stopped working. These were both
replaced in early Shortly after replacement of these motors the front drivers window motor
stopped working. All the power windows will not work. It worked for about one year, and now
sometimes it will roll down. Most certainly there was a problem with these windows. The other
windows were occasionally used, so I know that they were not worn out. I am not going to pay
to get them fixed because I don't use them. Why has this not been recalled?. She went with the
cheaper dealer and windows are working fine. The consumer stated the other 2 windows had
also failed. Window regulator failure. This is my second complaint about this issue. A plastic or

nylon clip that holds the two cable ends becomes brittle and gives way. The window then is
unsupported and falls to the bottom of the track. First the drive window failed. This in my
opinion is a safety and security hazard and the driver is then exposed to the elements, cold,
rain, etc. The same goes for passengers. The passenger window failed within months after,
followed by the rear left window and now the rear right window. This window regulator is
common across all gm models in this chassis type. Window regulators, in this last twelve
months, the driver, passenger and today rear passenger window regulators have failed. A nylon
clip holds the two ends of the cabling. The part breaks, then window drop to the down position.
The entire window regulator assembly must be replaced. The elements being cold, rains, sleet,
wind, etc. The vehicle can not be secured with the window down. The part that fails needs to be
strengthened and of made of metal. Rear power window failed while in heavy traffic. Window
control was pushed by accident and when pushed again to bring window back up, a loud
"popping" noise was heard and window refused to stay up. Service dept. At dealer determined a
new regulator was needed. This is the third time power windows have been replaced on this
vehicle, as both rear windows failed while car was still under warranty. Vehicle very rarely has
any backseat passengers, so these windows get very little to no routine use. The dealership
determined the regulators needed to be replaced. Subject of complaint is the power windows on
our Buick Century. I'm a mechanic and do my best to keep this car in top shape. But gm used
some very crappy materials when building the power window regulators. The system works fine
until a small plastic part that holds the operating cables together breaks. Instead you have to
buy a complete power window regulator assy. I'm now replacing the third regulator assy. On
this car with about 70, miles on it and all were broken in the same way. All on different doors.
We have a Buick Century with less than 50, miles. The information in complaints and are very
similar to our two experiences. In June the drivers side window just fell and could not go back
up. The rear window on the side did the same thing a year later. Both were spontaneous. I
submitted a complaint to Buick which was summarily dismissed because the car is "old" and it
has only happened to each window once. The two vehicles were purchased from the same
dealer about 4 months apart I have accessed some information mentioned in the other
complaints so I need not repeat it here. I believe Buick has in inherent defect which should be
repaired or changed at no cost. It was however replaced with the same hardware. Our
grandchildren ride in car seats in the back of the car and this failure could endanger them. Your
assistance in this matter is appreciated. Have had to replace power windows 6 different times
on 2 windows. Left front power window motor twice. Have had to replace right rear power
window motor twice plus the regulator. The right rear power window has gone again and this
will be the third time. I have tire plus do the left front window and the dealer working on the right
rear. The dealer states there is only a 12, or one year warranty so I have to keep paying for these
repairs every one to two years. One mechanic said the part was rusting. Contact stated front
driver side and two rear window regulators broke, causing the windows to stay down. The
window regulators were being replaced. We have 2 Buick Century automobiles; a and a Both
have power windows. Power window units in both autos failed this summer. A small plastic
piece that connects the regulator cable to the power window motor breaks allowing the window
to slip down and not be closed. A google search came up with over complaints on this part. I
believe that gm has an obligation to develop an improved version of the plastic part and an
obligation to make that part available to allow the assembly to be repaired instead of completely
replaced. Please look into this issue and consider a recall to replace these failure prone plastic
parts with metal parts that will withstand ordinary use in all climate conditions found in the
united states. We are concerned both about the cost and the safety of driving around in an
automobile that either cannot be locked and secured or in a vehicle with a window that can not
be opened in an emergency if the owner is unable to afford the repairs and is forced to simply
prop the window in the up, locked and secure position. Thank you. Automatic windows. Several
months ago the driver window quit working on my Buick Century. Within the last 45 days the
two back windows and as of this weekend the front passenger window are not working. They
slid down in the track and the buttons don't work. Also within the last 45 days my husband
malibu had a back window go out. It too slid down and the button doesn't bring it back up. That
is a total of five windows not working. At that costs it is cheaper to tape them up than to take
out a second mortgage to fix it. Is there a recall on the motor and regulator assembly for these
windows?. Contact owns a Buick Century. Power windows were defective. The contact took the
vehicle to dealer. All 4 windows stopped working. Within 2 months all 4 windows have been
checked. The dealer worked on 3 windows. They failed at 70, miles. The contact did not want to
pay for windows to be fixed. Bought this car new. Have had intermittent problems with electric
windows not operating. In June, drivers window fell down and would not close. Mechanic
replaced entire window mechanism. Three weeks later left rear window begin to fall while

driving. To repair rear window would be the same. My husband has disconnected switch and
temporary fixed window up. Now the remaining two windows seldom operate. An examination
of the window revealed that the harness is made up of two steel cables attached together by a
small piece of plastic. Surprise, the plastic broke! Only this time it broke while my daughter was
in the center lane of I and we're fortune that she wasn't in a serious accident. The falling of the
window at high speed created a scary distraction that narrowly missed causing a potentional
bad accident. It have been told to me by a body shop as well as a Buick saleman that this is a
common defect. It is not only dangerous but conveniently costly to repair. I have writen and
spoke with gm in detroit. This sounds to me like they are very well aware of the problem but it is
going to take your organization to insist upon a total recall. First failure occurred at
approximately 19, miles. Passenger side window stopped functioning due to worn out plastic
grasp. Dealer explained that is a common problem but has never been recalled. Dealer wants
dollars to put in the same plastic graps!!!! Consumer states 3 of the 4 window mechanisms
broke within a month of each other. The windows were stuck in the down position. Power
windows fail and will "go down" while driving with no warning. Unable to close the windows as
they are "off the track". This the 4th window this has happened to. The 3rd happened 4 days
prior to the 4th. The 1st and 2nd happened several months before. I had been informed they are
not covered under the extended warranty I had purchased. At this time all 4 window have failed.
Two have been repaired at my cost. The other two I am not able to repair at this time due to the
expense. Driver and rear driver side power windows ceased to operate. Both of them had to be
replaced at And surely a third power window failed it is obviously a product failure and matters
need to be resolved. Power windows intermittently don't go up or down. Consumer has had to
cover window depending on the weather. The deler has found electrical problem. When either or
both of back power windows are rolled down, it vibrates the interior of vehicle excessively.
Also, it makes a loud noise. Dealer has seen vehicle 2 times, and and not been able to fix
problem. While driving with the rear windows down, the vehicle vibrates very hard which may
cause a loss of vehicle control. Dealer said it due to a defective flaw design of the
aerodynamics. Car Problems. Power Window problem of the Buick Century 1. Power Window
problem of the Buick Century 2. Power Window problem of the Buick Century 3. Power Window
problem of the Buick Century 4. Power Window problem of the Buick Century 5. Power Window
problem of the Buick Century 6. Power Window problem of the Buick Century 7. Power Window
problem of the Buick Century 8. Power Window problem of the Buick Century 9. Power Window
problem of the Buick Century Other Common Visibility related problems of Buick Century.
Windshield problems. Visibility problems. Wiper problems. Defogger Controls problems.
Defogger problems. Thanks for the info on this window fix. My daughter drives one of these
vehicles. The car actually runs well but the windows? Well that's another story. Now let's see if I
can follow your advice and actually get the thing to work! Really good article. Thanks for taking
the time to explain things in such great detail in a way that is easy to understand. Bellevue
Window Company. A debt of gratitude is in order for your knowledge for your fabulous posting.
I'm happy I have set aside an ideal opportunity to see this. Rosetta Bedsole. Wear and tear is a
natural process that occurs over long periods of time, even with recommended window
maintenance and regular cleaning. You have shared the latest design of windows information.
From beginning to end you nailed it totally. Very informative article, which you have shared here
about the door. After reading your article I got very much information and it is very useful for
us. I am thankful to you for sharing this article here. Siding Contractor Palatine. The power
window is stuck halfway up, not a good thing in a rainstorm. Let's open up the door and have a
look. This isn't that tough to fix. Disassembly 1 Remove the plastic cover in the door pull by
gently prying it loose with a small screwdriver. Work down and around to unsnap all the
fasteners. Lisa Jones November 4, at AM. Roman lesnar April 29, at AM. James harper March 11,
at PM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. The slider bracket
moves up and down on cables. The two upper slider bracket bolts must be removed. The motor
is out and now unbolt the lower bracket bolts. I will never ever buy another GM product. This is
the first and last one that I have owned or will ever own. This was the third window that had to
have a motor and regulator put in. Plus the first window i had fixed the switch went out on the
first one i had fixed One by one, the power windows all failed through November The V6 works
at high heat continuously and performs well. Window simply falls down as the cheap plastic
guides behind the door panel fail. I know you are supposed to report individual incidents
separately, but I am just reminded today that over the last year all 4 windows have had to be
fixed, and the 4th and final window window fell today. It's really annoying to me that everybody
is complaining about the same exact problems with their Century that I am. If GM knows that all
of these problems exist then shouldn't they be held accountable for their workmanship. I am a
roofer and if someone has a problem with a leaky roof then I have to go back and fix it.

Shouldn't automobile makers be held to the same standard for their work? Window Regulator,
driver's side; Had local company come to the home service repair, 5 months later company
repaired again since still under their guaranty then 2 months later repaired again, then 2 months
later broken again; they returned money. I just inherited my Buick Century from my mother. The
car actually has 17, miles on it and the windows failed the third time I drove it. First the driver's
window and the next day the back driver's window. I read where this is a common problem, but I
wouldn't think it should happen with so few miles on the car. I hate to think what's going to
happen in the future. Come on Buick, 3 out of 4 windows fall down into the doors with in 2
months of each other. I have Three windows in my Buick Century that have malfunction. I wrote
to GM and complained they called me and acted like they were going to help me with this
problem because I told them that this is unnatural for 3 windows in a car to malfuntion the same
way. All of the windows just dropped down into the door. I'm waiting for the last one to do the
same. I only use the driver side window regularly. At first they were nice and acted like they
were going to do something about it, then they passed me from one person to another and
finally told me that my car was too old and asked me why don't I just buy another. I said I will,
but not another GM car of any
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kind. This window deal is a cash cow for them. Both power window motors failed and had to be
replaced. This complaint is for the second time it happened. A lot of people said they had the
same problem with Buick's power windows failing. I don't use my windows often, so I am really
unsatisfied that they stopped working. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most
Common Solutions: replace power window motor and cables 8 reports not sure 4 reports
replaced window regulators 4 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Century problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Buick mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. This should be a recall. This many windows to pay to have fixed is not right for the
buyer Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

